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Abstract—Optical wireless communication (OWC) has been
a rapidly growing research area in recent years. Applying
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), particularly large-scale
MIMO, into OWC is very promising to substantially increase
spectrum efficiency. However, one challenging problem to realize
such an attractive goal is the practical signal detection algorithm
for optical MIMO systems, whereby the linear signal detection
algorithm like minimum mean square error (MMSE) can achieve
satisfying performance but involves complicated matrix inversion
of large size. In this paper, we first prove a special property that
the filtering matrix of the linear MMSE algorithm is symmetric
positive definite for indoor optical MIMO systems. Based on this
property, a low-complexity signal detection algorithm based on the
successive overrelaxation (SOR) method is proposed to reduce the
overall complexity by one order of magnitude with a negligible
performance loss. The performance guarantee of the proposed
SOR-based algorithm is analyzed from the following three aspects.
First, we prove that the SOR-based algorithm is convergent for
indoor large-scale optical MIMO systems. Second, we prove that
the SOR-based algorithm with the optimal relaxation parameter
can achieve a faster convergence rate than the recently proposed
Neumann-based algorithm. Finally, a simple quantified relaxation
parameter, which is independent of the receiver location and
signal-to-noise ratio, is proposed to guarantee the performance
of the SOR-based algorithm in practice. Simulation results verify
that the proposed SOR-based algorithm can achieve the exact per-
formance of the classical MMSE algorithm with a small number
of iterations.

Index Terms—Optical wireless communications, large-scale
MIMO, signal detection, minimum mean square error (MMSE),
low complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL wireless communication (OWC) like visible
light communication with huge spectrum has recently

drawn increasing attention, since it can significantly relieve
the crowed radio frequency (RF) spectrum [1], [2] and enable
attractively high speed data transmission, especially for indoor
scenarios [3]. As the wavelength of visible light is very small
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(about 400 nm ∼ 700 nm), and the indoor applications can
provide high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [4], it is very promis-
ing to apply the well-established multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) technique in RF systems [5], or even the recently
proposed large-scale MIMO using tens or hundreds of antennas
[6], into indoor OWC to simultaneously increase the spectrum
efficiency and energy efficiency by orders of magnitude [7].

Unlike traditional RF MIMO systems, indoor optical MIMO
systems employ multiple arrays of energy-efficient illumination
devices (e.g., light emitting diodes (LEDs)) in the ceiling as
the transmit antennas, and the receiver with multiple photode-
tectors serving as the receive antennas. Although correlation
exists among the indoor optical MIMO channels due to the
fact that indoor propagation environments usually do not have
obvious fading effects caused by turbulence [5], [8], some
feasible optical MIMO system realizations have already been
proposed to overcome this problem so that the expected gain by
employing MIMO can be achieved, e.g., [4] and [5] respectively
propose to use an imaging receiver and a link blockage to
reduce the MIMO channel correlation and hence a full-rank
channel matrix can be guaranteed.

One of the remaining challenging problems to realize the
attractive spectrum efficiency of optical MIMO systems is the
practical signal detection algorithm [9]. Similar to RF MIMO
systems, the optimal signal detector for optical MIMO systems
using intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) is the
maximum likelihood (ML) detector [10], but its complexity
increases exponentially with the number of LED arrays, which
makes it impractical for large-scale optical MIMO systems. To
achieve the (close) optimal ML detection performance with
reduced complexity, some non-linear signal detection algo-
rithms have been proposed. One typical category is based on
the sphere decoding (SD) algorithm [11], such as the fixed-
complexity sphere decoding (FSD) [12]. This kind of algorithm
uses the underlying lattice structure of the received signal and
considers the most promising approach to achieve the ML
detection performance with reduced complexity. It performs
well for conventional small-scale MIMO systems, but when the
dimension of the MIMO systems becomes large (e.g., 36 LED
arrays [4]), the complexity is still unaffordable. Another typical
category is based on the tabu search (TS) algorithm derived
from artificial intelligence, such as the layered tabu search
(LTS) algorithm [13] and the random-restart reactive tabu
search (3RTS) algorithm [14]. This kind of algorithm utilizes
the idea of local neighborhood search to estimate the trans-
mitted signal, and limits the selection of neighborhood by a
tabu list. When the range of neighborhood is appropriately
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Fig. 1. Indoor optical MIMO system model with an imaging receiver.

small and the tabu list is carefully designed, the complexity is
acceptable for large-scale MIMO systems, but it suffers from a
non-negligible performance loss compared to the optimal ML
detector.

To make a trade-off between the performance and complex-
ity, one can resort to linear signal detection algorithms such as
zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE),
which have already been used for indoor IM/DD optical MIMO
systems [3]–[5], [8]. However, these linear algorithms involve
unfavorable matrix inversion of a large size. Very recently, the
Neumann series approximation algorithm [15] (which is called
as Neumann-based algorithm in this paper) has been proposed
to convert the matrix inversion into a series of matrix-vector
multiplications, so the complexity for signal detection can be
reduced, but only a marginal reduction in complexity can be
achieved.

In this paper, we propose a signal detection algorithm based
on the successive overrelaxation (SOR) method [16] to re-
duce the computational complexity without performance loss.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

(1) We prove a special property that the MMSE filtering
matrix to be inversed is symmetric positive definite for
indoor large-scale optical MIMO systems, which is the
premise to employ the SOR method.

(2) We propose SOR-based algorithm to detect the transmit-
ted signal in an iterative way without the complicated
matrix inversion, and the complexity analysis shows that
the overall complexity for signal detection can be reduced
by one order of magnitude.

(3) We prove the convergence of SOR-based algorithm to
guarantee its feasibility by exploiting the definition of
eigenvalue. The convergence rate analysis is provided
to show that SOR-based algorithm with the optimal re-
laxation parameter can converge faster than the recently
proposed Neumann-based algorithm [15]. We also pro-

pose a simple quantified relaxation parameter, which is
independent of the receiver location and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), to guarantee the performance of SOR-based
algorithm in practice.

(4) We conduct extensive simulations to demonstrate that
SOR-based algorithm without the complicated matrix in-
version can achieve the exact performance of the classical
MMSE algorithm for indoor large-scale optical MIMO
systems with a small number of iterations, even when the
receiver is located near the room edges.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly describes the system model of indoor large-scale optical
MIMO. Section III specifies the proposed low-complexity sig-
nal detection algorithm, together with the performance analysis.
The simulation results of the bit error rate (BER) performance
are provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section V.

Notation: We use lower-case and upper-case boldface letters
to denote vectors and matrices, respectively; (·)T , (·)H , (·)−1,
and | · | denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, matrix in-
version, and absolute operators, respectively; ‖ · ‖F and ‖ · ‖2
denote the Frobenius norm of a matrix and the 2-norm of a
vector, respectively; Finally, IN represents the N × N identity
matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a typical IM/DD indoor
optical MIMO system in a room with the dimension L × W ×
H [4], where Nt LED arrays are installed in the ceiling as
the transmit antennas, and Nr photodetectors are employed as
the receive antennas. To ensure the channel spatial diversity,
an imaging receiver, which can project an image of each
LED array on a larger number of photodetectors (i.e., Nr is
usually larger than Nt), is used [17]. It is worth noting that the
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Fig. 2. The overall diagram of the optical MIMO system.

dimension of indoor optical MIMO is usually large to achieve
a satisfied data rate [4].

Fig. 2 shows the overall diagram of the optical MIMO
system. The serial transmitted bits are first parallelized into
Nt streams by a serial-to-parallel converter (S/P), and then
transmitted by the LED arrays. Let s = [s1, · · · , sNt ]T denote
the transmitted signal vector which contains the transmitted
bits from all Nt LED arrays, and H denote the Nr × Nt optical
MIMO channel matrix, then the received signal vector y =
[y1, · · · , yNr ]T at the receiver can be represented as

y = Hs + n, (1)

where n = [n1, · · · , nNr ]T is the noise vector whose major
component is the thermal noise compared to the ambient shot
light noise [18], whose elements are independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d.) following the distribution N (0, σ 2) [4].

For indoor visible light communications, it has been widely
reported that the power of the diffusing component caused by
the reflection from the surfaces of the room is much lower
than that of the line-of-sight (LOS) component, even when the
receiver is located near the room edges [5], [19]. Thus, usually
the LOS component is considered in the literature [4], [5], [19],
and we also consider the LOS component in this paper, where
the element hij of the channel matrix H at the ith row and jth
column can be presented as [4], [18]

hij = aijhi, (2)

where hi presents the normalized power in the image projected
from the ith LED array to the aperture of image lens when the
imaging receiver is located at a particular position, and it can be
expressed as

hi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ki∑
k=1

(m+1)AR

2πd2
ik

cosm(φik) cos(ψik)Ts(ψik)G(ψik),

if|ψik| < ψc,

0,

if|ψik| > ψc,

(3)

where Ki denotes the number of LEDs in the ith array; m =
− ln 2

ln(cos(φ1/2))
presents the order of Lambertian emission, where

φ1/2 is the emission semi-angle of an LED; AR presents the
physical area of the imaging receiver; dik is the distance be-
tween the kth LED in the ith array and the center of the image
lens; φik and ψik denote the angle of emission and incidence,
respectively; ψc presents the width of the field of vision (FOV)

at the imaging receiver; Ts(ψik) is the optical filter gain which
is set as one without loss of generality [18]. Finally, G(ψik)

denotes the gain of the optical concentrator, which can be
presented as

G(ψik) =
{

n2

sin2(φ1/2)
, |ψik| < φ1/2,

0, |ψik| > φ1/2,
(4)

where n is the refractive index of the optical concentrator
material.

The other component aij of hij in (2) presents the proportion
of received power of the imaging receiver falling on the jth
photodetector, which can be presented as

aij = Aij

l=Nr∑
l=1

Ail

, (5)

where Aij denotes the area of image of the ith array on the
jth photodetector. Note that a specific method to determine the
position size of the images can be found in [4].

At the receiver, after the channel matrix H has been obtained
through time-domain and/or frequency-domain training pilots
[20], [21], the task of signal detection is to recover the trans-
mitted signal vector s from the received signal vector y. To
make a trade-off between the performance and the complexity,
the classical MMSE linear signal detection algorithm has been
widely used for indoor optical MIMO systems [3]–[5], and the
estimate of the transmitted signal vector ŝ can be obtained by

ŝ = (HHH + σ 2INt)
−1HHy = W−1ŷ, (6)

where ŷ = HHy can be interpreted as the matched-filter output
of the received signal y, and the MMSE filtering matrix W is
denoted as

W = G + σ 2INt , (7)

where G = HHH is the Gram matrix. The computational com-
plexity of the exact matrix inversion W−1 is O(Nt

3), which
is high for indoor large-scale optical MIMO systems in prac-
tice [4].

After signal detection, the transmitted bits are recovered [22]
and then converted into a serial stream by a parallel-to-serial
converter (P/S).
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III. LOW-COMPLEXITY SIGNAL DETECTION FOR INDOOR

LARGE-SCALE OPTICAL MIMO SYSTEMS

In this section, we first prove a special property of indoor
optical MIMO systems that the MMSE filtering matrix is
symmetric positive definite. Based on this property, we propose
a low-complexity SOR-based signal detection algorithm to it-
eratively achieve the performance of MMSE algorithm without
matrix inversion. The convergence proof of the proposed algo-
rithm is then derived. We also prove that SOR-based algorithm
with the optimal relaxation parameter can converge faster than
the recently proposed Neumann-based algorithm. After that, a
simple quantified relaxation parameter is proposed to guarantee
the performance of SOR-based algorithm in practice. Finally,
the complexity analysis of SOR-based algorithm is provided to
show its advantages over conventional schemes.

A. Signal Detection Algorithm Based on SOR Method

Recently, Neumann-based algorithm [15] is proposed as
an efficient signal detection algorithm in large-scale MIMO
systems, as it can convert the complicated matrix inversion into
a series of matrix-vector multiplications together with a very
small number of divisions to reduce the complexity. Neumann-
based algorithm detects the transmitted signal vector s as

ŝ(i+1)
N =

i∑
k=0

(
−D−1(L + LT)

)k
D−1, (8)

where the superscript i = 0, 1, 2, · · · denotes the number of
iterations, D, L, and LT are the diagonal component, the strictly
lower triangular component, and the strictly upper triangular
component of W, respectively, which satisfy

W = D + L + LT , (9)

where

D =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

w1,1 0 · · · 0
0 w2,2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · wNt,Nt

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (10)

L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 · · · 0
w2,1 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

wNt,1 wNt,2 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (11)

where wi,j denotes the element of W in the ith row and jth
column. The iteration matrix BN of Neumann-based algorithm
can be presented as BN = D−1(L + LT) = D−1W − INt . It has
been proved that Neumann-based algorithm can converge when
Nr is much larger than Nt (e.g., Nr/Nt = 32 [15]). However,
for a more realistic system, it cannot converge fast and only a
marginal reduction in complexity can be achieved.

To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose a low-
complexity SOR-based algorithm by utilizing the special prop-
erty that the MMSE filtering matrix is symmetric positive
definite for indoor optical MIMO systems, as proved by the
following Lemma 1.

Lemma 1: For indoor optical MIMO systems using imaging
receiver, the MMSE filtering matrix W is symmetric positive
definite.

Proof: As all the elements of the channel matrix H are
real for the IM/DD optical MIMO systems, the transpose of
matrix and the conjugate transpose of matrix will be the same,
e.g., G = HHH = HTH. Then, we have

WT = (G + σ 2INt)
T = W, (12)

which indicates that the MMSE filtering matrix W is symmet-
ric. Meanwhile, for indoor optical MIMO systems with imaging
receiver, the channel matrix H has full column rank [4], i.e., the
equation Hq = 0 has an unique solution, which is the Nt × 1
zero vector. Thus, for any Nt × 1 non-zero real-valued vector r,
we have

rTWr = rT(G + σ 2INt)r > 0, (13)

which implies that W is positive definite. Considering (12)
and (13), we can conclude that the MMSE filtering matrix
W = G + σ 2INt (7) is symmetric positive definite. �

The special property that the MMSE filtering matrix W for
indoor optical MIMO systems is symmetric positive definite
inspires us to exploit the SOR method to efficiently solve (6)
with low complexity. The SOR method is used to solve the
N-dimension linear equation Ax = b, where A is the N × N
symmetric positive definite matrix, x is the N × 1 solution
vector, and b is the N × 1 measurement vector. Unlike the
traditional method that directly computes A−1b to obtain x, the
SOR method can efficiently solve the linear equation Ax = b
in an iterative manner without the complicated matrix inversion
[16]. Since the MMSE filtering matrix W is also symmetric
positive definite for indoor optical MIMO systems as proved
in Lemma 1, we can utilize the SOR method to estimate the
transmitted signal vector s as below(

L + 1

γ
D

)
ŝ(i+1) = ŷ +

((
1

γ
− 1

)
D − LT

)
ŝ(i), (14)

where the definitions of D, L, and LT are the same as that in (9),
γ represents the relaxation parameter, which plays an important
role in the convergence and the convergence rate as will be dis-
cussed in the following Section III-B and Section III-C, respec-
tively, ŝ(0) denotes the initial solution, which is usually set as
an Nt × 1 zero vector without loss of generality due to no priori
information of the final solution is available [16]. Such initial
solution will not affect the convergence of the proposed SOR-
based algorithm as we will prove in the following Lemma 2.
Consequently, the final accuracy will also not be affected by
the initial solution if the number of iterations i is relatively
large (e.g., i = 4 as will be verified later by simulation results
in Section IV).

B. Convergence Proof

Lemma 2: For indoor optical MIMO systems, SOR-based al-
gorithm is convergent, when the relaxation parameter γ satisfies
0 < γ < 2 for any initial solution.
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Proof: We define BS =
(

L + 1
γ

D
)−1 (

1
γ

D − D − LT
)

as the iteration matrix of SOR-based algorithm, and d =(
L + 1

γ
D

)−1
ŷ. Then SOR-based algorithm (14) can be re-

written as

ŝ(i+1) = BSŝ(i) + d. (15)

We call the iteration procedure is convergent if the generated
sequences {ŝ(i)} (for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) converge for any initial
vector ŝ(0). It follows that if (15) converges, we have lim

i→∞ ŝ(i) =
ŝ, then ŝ satisfies ŝ = BSŝ + d, and hence ŝ is the final solution,
i.e., the detection result of MMSE algorithm (6).

The spectral radius of the iteration matrix BS ∈ R
Nt×Nt

is defined as the non-negative number ρ(BS) = max
1≤n≤Nt

|λn|,
where λn denotes the nth eigenvalue of BS. The necessary and
sufficient conditions for the convergence of (15) is that the
spectral radius ρ(BS) should satisfy [16, Theorem 7.2.2]

ρ(BS) = max
1≤n≤Nt

|λn| < 1. (16)

According to the definition of eigenvalue, we have

BSr =
(

L + 1

γ
D

)−1 (
1

γ
D − D − LT

)
r = λnr, (17)

where r is the Nt × 1 corresponding eigenvector. Note that (17)
can be also presented as(

1

γ
D − D − LT

)
r =

(
L + 1

γ
D

)
λnr. (18)

Multiply both sides of (18) by rT will yield

rT
(

1

γ
D − D − LT

)
r = λnrT

(
L + 1

γ
D

)
r. (19)

Then we take transpose on both sides of (19), and another
equation can be obtained as

rT
(

1

γ
D − D − L

)
r = λnrT

(
LT + 1

γ
D

)
r. (20)

Note that D = DT as D is a diagonal matrix. Add (19) and (20)
will lead to

rT
((

2

γ
− 2

)
D − L − LT

)
r = λnrT

(
LT + L + 2

γ
D

)
r.

(21)
Substituting (9) into (21), we have

(1 − λn)

(
2

γ
− 1

)
rTDr = (1 + λn)rTWr. (22)

Since the MMSE filtering matrix W is positive definite as
proved in Lemma 1, the diagonal matrix D is positive definite,
too. Then we have rTDr > 0 and rTWr > 0. Besides, we also
have

(
2
γ

− 1
)

> 0 if 0 < γ < 2. Thus, we can conclude that

(1 − λn)(1 + λn) > 0, which means

|λn| < 1. (23)

Substituting (23) into (16), we can assert that ρ(BS) < 1, so
SOR-based algorithm (14) is convergent. �

It is worth pointing out that another different proof of
Lemma 2 can be found in [23, Theorem 11.2.3], which utilizes
the orthogonal transformation with high complexity to obtain
the convergence proof, while our method directly exploits the
definition of eigenvalue, which is simpler than the existing
method [23].

C. Convergence Rate Analysis

In this part, we first prove that SOR-based algorithm with
the optimal relaxation parameter can achieve a faster conver-
gence rate than Neumann-based algorithm [15]. After that, we
propose a simple quantified relaxation parameter independent
of the receiver location and SNR, which can still guarantee the
performance of SOR-based algorithm.

From (14), we can observe that the approximation error
induced by SOR-based algorithm can be presented as

ŝ(i+1) − ŝ = BS

(
ŝ(i) − ŝ

)
= · · · = B(i+1)

S

(
ŝ(0) − ŝ

)
, (24)

where BS =
(

L + 1
γ

D
)−1 (

1
γ

D − D − LT
)

is the iteration ma-

trix of SOR-based algorithm. Without loss of generality, we can
utilize the 2-norm to evaluate the approximation error as [16]∥∥∥ŝ(i+1) − ŝ

∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

∥∥∥ŝ(0) − ŝ
∥∥∥

2
. (25)

Since ‖ŝ(0) − ŝ‖2 is a constant parameter independent of the
number of iterations i after the initial solution ŝ(0) has been
selected as a zero-vector, we can observe from (25) that the
convergence rate achieved by SOR-based algorithm is mainly

affected by
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

.

According to the definition of BS,
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

is heavily

related to the relaxation parameter γ , so there exists an optimal

γopt to minimize
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

, or equivalently maximize the con-

vergence rate as shown in (25). However, it is not easy to derive

a close-form relationship between
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

and γ . To solve

this problem, we convert this difficult optimization problem
into an equivalent one that is easier to be handled by exploiting

the fact that
∥∥∥B(i+1)

S

∥∥∥
F

≈ ρ(i+1)(BS), where i is relatively large

and ρ(BS) = max
1≤n≤Nt

|λn| is the spectral radius of the iteration

matrix BS [16]. Then, to achieve the fastest convergence rate
will be equivalent to achieve the smallest ρ(BS) by selecting
the optimal relaxation parameter γopt as

γopt = arg
0<γ<2

min ρ(BS),

s.t. BS =
(

L + 1

γ
D

)−1 (
1

γ
D − D − LT

)
. (26)

Here, we first derive the solution to (26) by assuming the
channel is a Rayleigh fading channel. Then, we provide the
analysis to show that similar results still hold for indoor
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large-scale optical MIMO systems. After that, a simple yet
efficient selection of the relaxation parameter γ is proposed.

For large-scale MIMO systems in Rayleigh fading chan-
nels, we usually have Nr 	 Nt (e.g., Nr/Nt = 16 [24]), so the
column vectors of the channel matrix H are asymptotically
orthogonal according to the random matrix theory [25], leading
to the MMSE filtering matrix W = G + σ 2INt (7) to be a
diagonal dominant matrix. For such systems, it has been proved
in [26] that the spectral radius ρ(BS) of the iteration matrix BS
satisfies

(ρ(BS) + γ − 1)2 = γ 2ρ2(BN)ρ(BS), (27)

where ρ(BN) is the spectral radius of the iteration matrix BN of
Neumann-based algorithm (8). Note that for large-scale MIMO
systems in Rayleigh fading channels, we have ρ(BN) < 1 [15].
Then, by combining (26) and (27), we can obtain the optimal
relaxation parameter γopt as

γopt = 2√
1 − ρ2(BN) + 1

. (28)

Substituting (28) into (27), we can attain the optimal spectral
radius ρ(BS) as ρ(BS) = γopt − 1. Based on (28), we can also
conclude that SOR-based algorithm with the optimal relaxation
parameter γopt enjoys a faster convergence rate than Neumann-
based algorithm as will be proved by the following Lemma 3.

Lemma 3: For large-scale MIMO systems in Rayleigh fading
channels, SOR-based algorithm with the optimal relaxation
parameter γopt enjoys a faster convergence rate than Neumann-
based algorithm, i.e., ρ(BS) < ρ(BN).

Proof: Based on the analysis above, when γ = γopt is
selected, we have

ρ(BS) = 2√
1 − ρ2(BN) + 1

− 1, (29)

where 0 < ρ(BN) < 1. To prove ρ(BS) < ρ(BN), we can
first consider two functions of ρ(BN). The first one is f1 =√

1 − ρ2(BN), which can be regarded as the point on the unit
circle in the Cartesian coordinate system. The second one is
f2 = 2

1+ρ(BN)
− 1, which can be interpreted as the point on

a hyperbolic curve. Since 0 < ρ(BN) < 1, we can assert that
f2 < f1, then the following inequality can be drawn

ρ(BS) = 2√
1 − ρ2(BN) + 1

− 1 < ρ(BN). (30)

�
Next, we try to quantify the optimal relaxation parameter

γopt. Note that for large-scale MIMO systems in Rayleigh fad-
ing channels, the diagonal matrix D can be well approximated
by (Nr + σ 2)INt , and the largest eigenvalue of the MMSE

filtering matrix can be estimated as Nr
(
1 + √

Nt/Nr
)2 + σ 2

with a small error [25]. Then, we can conclude that

ρ(BN) ≈ Nr(1 + √
Nt/Nr)

2 + σ 2

Nr + σ 2
− 1

≈ (1 + √
Nt/Nr)

2 − 1, (31)

Fig. 3. The receiver is located at different places R1, R2, R3, and R4 within
the room.

where the second approximation is valid due to the fact that
Nr is usually much larger than the noise power σ 2. Then,
substituting (31) into (28), we have

γ̄opt = 2√
1 − a2 + 1

, (32)

where a = (1 + √
Nt/Nr)

2 − 1, and γ̄opt is the quantified value
of the optimal relaxation parameter γopt with a negligible error.

Next, we consider indoor large-scale optical MIMO sys-
tems with imaging receivers. For such systems as described in
Section II, it can still be guaranteed that the column vectors of
the channel matrix H are asymptotically orthogonal by care-
fully designing the image lens of the receiver [19], [27], even
for the system where Nr/Nt is not very large and the position of
the receiver is near the room edges. Therefore, the conclusions
including (28) and Lemma 3 still hold for indoor large-scale
optical MIMO systems. Moreover, for the same dimension of
MIMO system where Nr/Nt is not very large, the indoor large-
scale optical MIMO channel with imaging receivers can be de-
signed to be more close to the preferred column orthogonality.
Then, the elements of the diagonal matrix D will be larger,
while the elements of the strictly lower triangular matrix L will
be smaller. Therefore, we can conclude that ρ(BN) can be upper
bounded by the deterministic parameter a in (32) as ρ(BN) < a.
As a result, based on (28), the optimal relaxation parameter γopt
for the indoor large-scale optical MIMO systems is limited to
the range 1 < γopt < 2√

1−a2+1
. Since Nr is usually larger than

Nt, e.g., Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 [4], the upper bound 2√
1−a2+1

of

γopt is close to 1. Then, an appropriate γ can be simply chosen as

γ = 1

2

(
1 + 2√

1 − a2 + 1

)
. (33)

Note that the optimal relaxation parameter γopt in realistic
systems will be influenced by SNR and the receiver location.
However, based on the analysis above, we can observe that
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the proposed γ and the optimal γopt where Nt ×
Nr = 16 × 144, and the receiver is located at different places R1, R2, R3, and
R4 within the room.

such influence is negligible. To verify this conclusion, we locate
the receiver at different places within the room as illustrated in
Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the proposed γ

(33) and the optimal γopt (28) when the receiver is located at R1,
R2, R3, and R4, respectively. We can observe from Fig. 4 that
the gap between γopt and γ is within 0.1 in the whole SNR
range, and it becomes smaller with the increasing SNR. This
indicates that the proposed γ (33), which is independent of SNR
and the receiver location, is very close to γopt, especially when
SNR is high. It’s worth pointing out that the small difference
between γopt and γ can only induce a little larger number of
iterations for SOR-based algorithm to converge, which will be
demonstrated by simulation results in Section IV. Therefore,
the complexity will be only slightly increased, and the overall
complexity is still much lower than Neumann-based algorithm
and the classical MMSE algorithm as shown in the following
Section III-D.

D. Computational Complexity Analysis

Since the computational complexity is dominated by multi-
plication and division operations, in this part, we evaluate the
complexity in terms of required number of multiplications and
divisions.

It can be found from (14) that the computational complexity
of the ith iteration of SOR-based algorithm originates from
solving the linear equation. Considering the definition of D and
L in (10) and (11), the solution can be presented as

ŝ(i+1)
m = (1 − γ )ŝ(i)

m

+ γ

wm,m

(
ŷm −

∑
k<m

wm,kŝ(i+1)
k −

∑
k>m

wm,kŝ(i)
k

)
,

m, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, (34)

Fig. 5. Comparison of the computational complexity in terms of required
number of multiplications.

where ŝ(i)
m , ŝ(i+1)

m , and ŷm denote the mth element of ŝ(i), ŝ(i+1),
and ŷ in (6), respectively, and wm,k denotes the mth row and
kth column entry of W. The required number of multiplica-
tions to compute (1 − γ )ŝ(i)

m and γ
wm,m

(ŷm − ∑
k<m

wm,kŝ(i+1)
k −∑

k>m
wm,kŝ(i)

k ) is 1 and Nt + 1, respectively. Therefore, the com-

putation of each element of ŝ(i+1) only requires Nt + 2 times of
multiplications. Since there are Nt elements in ŝ(i+1), the overall
required number of multiplications by the proposed SOR-based
algorithm is i (N2

t + 2Nt). In contrast, we can observe from
(8) that Neumann-based algorithm has the overall complexity
O(N2

t ) when i = 2 but O((i − 2)N3
t ) when i ≥ 3 [15]. Besides,

from (8) and (34), we can also observe that both SOR-based
and Neumann-based algorithms are required to compute the
diagonal matrix D−1. Thus, both algorithms involve Nt times of
divisions, which is much lower than O(N2

t ) required by MMSE
algorithm with exact matrix inversion.

Fig. 5 compares the computational complexity in terms
of required number of multiplications between the recently
proposed Neumann-based algorithm [15] and our SOR-based
algorithm, whereby the classical MMSE algorithm with exact
matrix inversion is also included as a baseline for comparison.
We can conclude from Fig. 5 that Neumann-based algorithm
has lower complexity than MMSE algorithm when i ≤ 3, es-
pecially when i = 2 with the complexity O(Nt

2). However,
when i ≥ 4, its complexity is even higher than that of MMSE
algorithm. To ensure the approximation performance, usually
a large value of i is required (as will be verified later in
Section IV). This means the overall complexity of Neumann-
based algorithm is almost the same as that of MMSE algorithm,
although it requires a much smaller number of divisions, which
is preferred for hardware implementation. In contrast, we can
observe that the proposed SOR-based algorithm requires the
same number of divisions as that of Neumann-based algorithm,
and its complexity is O(Nt

2) for an arbitrary number of iter-
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF COMPLEXITY COMPARED WITH MMSE ALGORITHM

ations. Table I shows the percentage of complexity of SOR-
based and Neumann-based algorithms compared with MMSE
algorithm. We can observe that the proposed SOR-based al-
gorithm can reduce the complexity by one order of magnitude
since it can converge with a small number of iterations, as will
be verified in Section IV. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5 and
Table I, larger dimension of MIMO systems will lead to a
more significant reduction in complexity, which means that the
proposed SOR-based algorithm with low complexity is quite
suitable for indoor large-scale optical MIMO systems.

Additionally, we can observe from (34) that the compu-
tation of ŝ(i+1)

m utilizes ŝ(i+1)
k for k = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1 in the

current (i + 1)th iteration and ŝ(i)
l for l = m, m + 1, · · · , Nt

in the previous ith iteration. Then, two other benefits can be
expected. Firstly, after ŝ(i+1)

m has been obtained, we can use it
to overwrite ŝ(i)

m , which is useless in the next computation of
ŝ(i+1)

m+1 . Consequently, only one storage vector of size Nt × 1 is
required; Secondly, the solution to (14) becomes closer to the
final solution ŝ with an increasing i, so ŝ(i+1)

m can exploit the
elements of ŝ(i+1)

k for k = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1 that have already
been computed in the current (i + 1)th iteration to produce
more reliable result than Neumann-based algorithm [15], which
only utilizes all the elements of ŝ(i) in the previous ith iteration.
Thus, the required number of iterations to achieve certain
detection accuracy becomes smaller. Based on these two special
advantages, the overall complexity of the proposed SOR-based
algorithm can be reduced further.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed SOR-based
algorithm, we provide the BER simulation results compared
with the recently proposed Neumann-based algorithm [15].
The BER performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with
complicated but exact matrix inversion is also included as the
benchmark for comparison. We consider the typical indoor
large-scale optical MIMO with Nt × Nr = 16 × 144. For sim-
plicity but without loss of generality, the modulation scheme
of non-return to zero on-off keying (NRZ-OOK), which has
been usually considered for wireless optical communications
[3]–[5], is adopted. The channel model described in Section II
is considered here, and the parameters used for simulation are
summarized in Table II.

Fig. 6 shows the BER performance comparison between
SOR-based algorithm with the optimal relaxation parameter
γopt and the proposed relaxation parameter γ (33), where the
receiver is located at R1 as shown in Fig. 3, and i denotes
the number of iterations. We can observe from Fig. 6 that

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR INDOOR OPTICAL MIMO

Fig. 6. BER performance of SOR-based algorithm with the optimal γopt and
the proposed γ , where Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 and the receiver is located at R1.

the optimal relaxation parameter γopt can guarantee a faster
convergence rate than the proposed relaxation parameter γ .
However, the difference of convergence rate is not obvious,
since the proposed γ only induced one more iteration to con-
verge, i.e., i = 3 for γopt and i = 4 for γ . Therefore, when we
use the proposed γ instead of γopt which varies with the receiver
location and SNR, the complexity for signal detection will
be only slightly increased, and the overall complexity is still
much lower than Neumann-based algorithm and the classical
MMSE algorithm as analyzed in Section III-D. This implies
that we can still choose the proposed γ , which is simple and
independent of the receiver location and SNR, to ensure the
reliable performance in practice.

Fig. 7 shows the BER performance comparison between
Neumann-based algorithm [15] and the proposed SOR-based
algorithm in an Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 large-scale optical MIMO
system, where the receiver is located at R1 and the proposed
γ is used. It is clear that when the number of iterations is
small (e.g., i = 2), Neumann-based algorithm cannot converge,
leading to the obvious loss in the BER performance, while
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Fig. 7. BER performance comparison in an Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 large-scale
optical MIMO system, where the receiver is located at R1 and the proposed γ

is used.

Fig. 8. BER performance comparison in an Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 large-scale
optical MIMO system, where the receiver is located at R3 and the proposed γ

is used.

SOR-based algorithm can achieve much better performance.
As the number of iterations increases, the BER performance
of both algorithms improves. However, when the same iteration
number i is used, the proposed SOR-based algorithm outper-
forms Neumann-based algorithm. For example, when i = 3,
the required SNR to achieve the BER of 10−6 by SOR-based
algorithm is 24.8 dB, while Neumann-based algorithm requires
the SNR of 27 dB.

Fig. 8 shows the BER performance comparison in an Nt ×
Nr = 16 × 144 large-scale optical MIMO system, where the
receiver is located at R3 as shown in Fig. 3 and the proposed
γ is used. Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, we can observe that

when the receiver moves towards the room edges, all of the
BER performance of MMSE, SOR-based and Neumann-based
algorithms becomes worse. This is caused by the fact that
when the receiver moves outwards, its distance and the angle
of incidence to most LED arrays become large, leading to
the reduced received signal power and the deteriorated BER
performance. Meanwhile, the convergence rate of SOR-based
algorithm is also slightly affected, since the optimal relaxation
parameter will be a little different when the receiver location is
changed as shown in Fig. 4. However, the proposed SOR-based
algorithm can still converge with a small number of iterations
even when the receiver is located at the room edges (i.e., i = 4
for both R1 and R3 to ensure the near-optimal performance),
while Neumann-based algorithm can hardly converge when
the receiver moves outwards. That indicates that the proposed
SOR-based algorithm is more robust to the variation of receiver
location.

Additionally, as it has been verified that MMSE algorithm
can approach the performance of the optimal ML algorithm
in large-scale MIMO systems [6], while the simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed SOR-based algorithm can
achieve the exact performance of MMSE algorithm with a
small number of iterations, i.e., i = 4 in Figs. 7 and 8, we can
infer that the proposed SOR-based algorithm can approach the
same diversity order of the optimal ML algorithm as has been
analyzed in [28].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a low-complexity signal
detection algorithm based on SOR method, which can achieve
the near-optimal performance of the classical MMSE algorithm
without complicated matrix inversion. We have analyzed the
performance of SOR-based algorithm from three aspects. At
first, we proved that SOR-based algorithm is convergent when
the relaxation parameter γ satisfies 0 < γ < 2. Then we proved
that SOR-based algorithm with the optimal relaxation parame-
ter can achieve a faster convergence rate than Neumann-based
algorithm. At last, we proposed a simple quantified relaxation
parameter independent of the receiver location and SNR to
guarantee the performance of SOR-based algorithm in practice.
It is shown that SOR-based algorithm can reduce the com-
plexity from O(Nt

3) to O(Nt
2). Simulation results demonstrate

that the proposed SOR-based algorithm can achieve the exact
performance of the classical MMSE algorithm with a small
number of iterations, i.e., i = 4 for Nt × Nr = 16 × 144 large-
scale optical MIMO systems. Moreover, the idea of utilizing
the SOR method to efficiently realize matrix inversion with low
complexity can be extended to other signal processing problems
involving matrix inversion, such as precoding in large-scale
optical MIMO systems.
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